CLIQ ENROLLMENT DATA

Key to understanding the Fields provided:

TITLE – course title as listed in the College Bulletin. Where it is a topics course, the specific title being offered is listed.

CAPACITY – total approved capacity for the course (total of FY and UPPER columns)

FY RESERVED – spaces saved for First Year students (fall semester only)

UPPERCLASS SEATS – capacity available to upper class students during course request period in Spring (fall semester only)

ENRL AFTER CRP – Enrollment of students in the course when Schedule Adjustment Period opens (after Registrar’s Office has moved students between sections and departments have cancelled and/or opened new sections).

UNMET AFTER CRP – Unmet demand at the end of course request period (note: we separate out UPPER and FY for Fall only since students request courses at different times)

AVAIL AFTER CRP – Difference between UPPERCLASS SEATS and ENRL AFTER CRP (note: these are available seats for upperclass students only at this time for fall semester)

BENCHMARK – The total enrollment in the course as of the last day of classes (for fall enrollments it’s the last day of the spring term, for spring enrollments it’s the last day of the fall term). We take a snapshot at this time because experience shows that the enrollment after this point for a course does not change much.

ENRL AFTER FY CRP – Same as ENRL AFTER CRP in April, but following FY student course request period in July.

UNMET AFTER FY CRP – Same as UNMET AFTER CRP but only includes the FY student course request period in July.

TOTAL UNMET – Total of UNMET AFTER CRP and UNMET AFTER FY CRP to give a true picture of the all student demand for the course.

ENRL AFTER ADD/DROP – Enrollment in course at the official college census date.

AVAIL AFTER ADD/DROP – Shows how much courses are under or over-enrolled.

ATTRIBUTES – Includes Comp Civ/Global Diversity (CC/GD), Lab Science (DV3), US Diversity (US) and Writing (WR/WID)

INSTRUCTORS – Professor(s) of record on the section.

NOTE: Spring semesters will not be broken down by UPPER & FY since all students request courses at the same time.